Concept Abstract
Submit the one-page abstract with your concept video. Abstract
submission is required before concepts are posted online.

In a few words, describe the general idea of your concept (game/social media/signs/book, etc.)
21ST CENTURY STONE AGE Project: Exploring the intimate relationship between humans and their rock world. The series will
inform the viewer of the countless uses of rocks and their central importance to civilization from humanities earliest times to now.

Thirteen Episode Television Broadcast Series, currently the project has three PBS partners
Internet Website: www.21stcenturystoneage.com Social Media Mini Doc Series
Educational materials and curriculum design for High School and Junior High School

In a brief paragraph, describe your concept and how it will change the public’s perception of mining.
The stories focus on the objects of daily life. Steve deconstructs these objects tracing their presence in our lives
through their marketing, distribution, assembly, manufacture, refining and ultimately extraction.
Through interviews in the field and seeking out the knowledge of experts,
the program examines the relationship of society to these objects and their geologic origins.

In a few words, describe your intended audience.
The television series is intended for PBS general audience targeted at a teenage through senior adult audience
The internet Web site is targeted at an academic, professional, laypersons and funding institution individuals.
The social media content is intended for young individuals interested in geology and networking with followers.
The educational component is intended for junior high school and high school classrooms.

How far reaching do you envision your concept, that is, how many people and at what age ranges do
you think your concept will reach?
The potential far reaching effects of 21st Century Stone Age Project are significant.
The internet component of the program theoretically can reach an audience of millions world-wide.
The PBS national feed venue has a potential multi-million audience share with diverse demographics.
The educational classroom component can reach thousands of young impressionable New Mexico students.

Please show a general breakdown and total projected cost of your project, if it were to be noticed or
sponsored.
Per Episode Production Budget: (We currently have no sponsors or underwriters)
Pre-Production
$4,100.00 Production
$20,350.00
Post Production
$9,600.00 Web Development
$1,000.00
Educational Curriculum Design
$1,000.00 TOTAL
$52,500.00
We work with numerous professionals who donate their time which allows us to produce these programs at a significantly reduced costs.

Briefly please include any additional information you would like judges to know about your concept.
Since the beginning of human existence, we have been converting rocks into the tools and materials we need to live.
Mining is often looked at as solely destructive. The truth is virtually everything man-made comes from the rock of earth.
Mining is necessary. Our series fits perfectly into your program and its efforts to change the public's perception of mining.

We are entering this competition in the hope of garnering further funding for production of the next episode.
Our goal is to present several episodes that demonstrates proof of concept to a network that will underwrite the series. $5k will help significantly.
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